
Photographer And Stylist Rubina Ratnakar
Launches Her Official Website
The official website of Rubina Ratnakar
shows her vast array of works, and is
meant to serve as an online portfolio for
her creative self. 

NEW DELHI, NEW DELHI, INDIA,
January 13, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Rubina Ratnakar has just launched her
own official website, which displays here
creative works in the interior design and
event planning industry. As a long-timer
in the industry, she has many projects to
show in her vast portfolio. Her website is
a catalog of her work and shows her
creativity in the best possible way. 

Based in Bethlehem, PA, Ratnakar is a wife and a mom. She is a woman of many talents, and many
skills.  She is a stylist as well as an interior design specialist, a fashion stylist as well as a food stylist,
a photographer as well as a model and a blogger as well. She has her Twitter handle
(@RubinaRatnakar) through which she likes to share everything that catches her eye, from daily
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inspirations and discoveries to decoration ideas, to favorite
recipes. 

In the last few years, Ratnakar has worked with some of the
top names in the photography, architecture, designing and
event planning industry. She does professional make-up for
brides and models, plans corporate events, weddings and

other special events. Her attention to detail and smooth execution make her a reliable and helpful
creative person. For everything beautiful and creative, she is the person to go to. 

About Rubina Ratnakar:
Rubina Ratnakar is a model, stylist, photographer, event planner and blogger, and she has worked on
different projects alongside top event planners, designers, photographers and architects. She is also a
food & fashion stylist and interior design specialist.

For more details and further inquiries, please visit http://rubinaratnakar.com/
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